
This 72,600 square foot multi use arena is located along the little mississippi river. The 
close proximity to the town of Medora and the existing campsite makes this arena a 
great location for all to experience. The western exterior ties into the landscape and 
the surrounding buildings. The unique retractable roof provides the indoor/outdoor 
experience during various events that are held within the building. Surroundig the arena 
is a large participant parking lot/campsite, plaza space for gathering, and spectator 
parking. The roughrider arena is a place for all to enjoy for years to come. 
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The grand entry to the Roughrider Arena has a vaulted vestibule wrapped with corrugated metal 
and is framed with large wooden trusses and stone pillars. 
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The Maah Daah Hey bike race is a national event that draws hundreds of participants and 
spectators every year. 

Rodeos are popular worldwide, and PBR events draw a large following. With the new 
roughrider arena, the PBR circuit could fi nally make an appearance in Medora.

The arena will be able to facilitate multiple concerts year round due to the retractable roof. SITE PLAN

MAIN LEVEL ARENA FLOOR

WESTERN HERITAGE

The beer garden area is also a multi-use space. This can be converted to extra seating, 
concert stage, and rentable area for bussiness events. 

ELEVATION
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GARDEN DE VALLAMBROSA
Garden de Vallambrosa is a public recreational space which connects the main city of Medora to the arena to the West. While it is a passing space, it is a destination all on its own; 
a perfect place to stop and smell the roses. Inspired by traditional French gardens and named after the city’s founder, the garden brings together classical French design with the 
natural fl ora of the prairie state of North Dakota. Just as it connects the traditions of a foreigner to the wild land he occupied, the garden also serves as a bridge between the Old 
West atmosphere of the city and the wonders of modern design featured in the arena.

The Garden de Vallambrosa would ideally be open to all forms of traffi  c 
and visitors from all ages, activities, shapes, and sizes. 

 The narrow ends of the garden are open to both the Northeast and Southwest, providing views to the fi nal destinations.

At the fi nish line is a circular plaza and fl ex space which provides the perfect fi nish-line gathering space for smaller races as well as serving 
multiple other functions, such as art shows, craft fairs, farmers markets, educational activities, etc.

Boardwalks provide bridges over the branches of the pool. Some of these boardwalks are elevated to provide seating for visitors for rest and relaxation.SITE PLAN
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MEDORA RIDING STABLES
WESTERN HERITAGE The Medora Riding Stables, located on the current rodeo grounds in Medora, 

North Dakota were designed as an improvement to the existing riding stables 
which are located across the street from this site. Medora Riding Stables are 
equipped for boarding, trail rides, riding lessons, and staff  housing for the 
Theodore Roosevelt Medora Foundation. This addition/renovation of the 
current grounds captures the essence of the wild west as the fi rst building 
visible when entering Medora from the East.DESIGNER: Alysse Ogaard
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1. Front Entrance
2. Western Shop

3. Living Quarters
4. Storage

5. Vet Room
6. Stables

7. Tack/Feed
8. Kitchen
9. Lounge

10. Game Room

LEVEL TWOLEVEL ONE
MAIN LIVING QUARTER

DOUBLE SUITE
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Back of stables

Site entrance

Stables interior
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